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Foot warmer
Talk about a game changer. Not 
only did the art deco movement 
shake up the architecture of the 
early 20th century, it created a new 
aesthetic for designs dominated 
by geometric shapes. Stepped 
forms, broadly sweeping curves, 
architectural lines, craftsman details 
and chevrons — the looks proved 
anything but trendy. Now, globally 
sourced Hokanson carpets salute 
the era with the newly introduced 
Empire Collection for Scott 
Group Studio. At once modern 

and timeless, the all-wool rugs are deeply plush and endlessly 
adaptable to home interiors from contemporary to traditional 
and in-between. Hand-knotted in Asia, the line is available in 
monochromatic Laiton, Bloc, Bricka and Latta patterns, plus 
Karri in ochre and blush. Custom colors and sizes are available, 
too, for rugs both bespoke and cozy. Scott Group Studio 
Showroom, 1025 N. Stemmons Freeway, Suite 751, Dallas,  
214-730-6220, scottgroupstudio.com.

The art deco resonance in the movement and texture of Karri, shown here in ochre, offers compatibility in rooms both formal and comfortable.

Photos courtesy of Scott Group Studio

Influenced by the craftsmanship and details of the art deco era, the Bloc carpet offers  

a modern take on glam.

Hokanson Empire Collection patterns include, 

from left, strongly structural Latta, Karri (in blush) 

and the skyscraper-inspired Laiton.
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